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Background: Brain sensing devices are approved today for Parkinson's, essential tremor, and epilepsy
therapies. Clinical decisions for implants are often influenced by the premise that patients will benefit
from using sensing technology. However, artifacts, such as ECG contamination, can render such treat-
ments unreliable. Therefore, clinicians need to understand how surgical decisions may affect artifact
probability.
Objectives: Investigate neural signal contamination with ECG activity in sensing enabled neuro-
stimulation systems, and in particular clinical choices such as implant location that impact signal fidelity.
Methods: Electric field modeling and empirical signals from 85 patients were used to investigate the
relationship between implant location and ECG contamination.
Results: The impact on neural recordings depends on the difference between ECG signal and noise floor
of the electrophysiological recording. Empirically, we demonstrate that severe ECG contamination was
more than 3.2x higher in left-sided subclavicular implants (48.3%), when compared to right-sided im-
plants (15.3%). Cranial implants did not show ECG contamination.
Conclusions: Given the relative frequency of corrupted neural signals, we conclude that implant location
will impact the ability of brain sensing devices to be used for “closed-loop” algorithms. Clinical ad-
justments such as implant location can significantly affect signal integrity and need consideration.
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Invasive neurostimulation can modulate neural activity and
alleviate symptoms in a variety of severe neurological and psychi-
atric disorders [1,2]. Current advances in deep brain stimulation
(DBS) research demonstrate the utility of closed-loop adaptive DBS
based on neural feedback signals recorded directly from the stim-
ulation electrodes [3e6]. Most prominently, subthalamic beta ac-
tivity (13e35 Hz) in Parkinson's disease was shown to reflect
parkinsonian motor sign severity [7] that rapidly follows the clin-
ical response to treatment [8e10] and is a promising candidate for
adaptive deep brain stimulation (aDBS) [11,12]. Similarly, in pa-
tients with epilepsy, seizure activity can inform rapid therapeutic
intervention [13]. In such scenarios, clinical success of demand-
dependent therapy adaptation depends on the reliability of the
feedback signal [14,15]. Neurophysiological recordings are prone to
electrical artifacts. The strongest source of electrical activity in the
human body is the heart, and the frequency content of cardiac
activity overlaps many brain signals of interest (Fig. 1) [16]. Since
the first experience with sensing enabled implantable DBS devices,
ECG contamination remains an unresolved problem rendering a
significant number of recordings unusable [17,18]. Similar issues
may arise with motion and muscle contraction (see Supplementary
Fig. 1). In the present study, we investigate the relationship be-
tween the electric field of cardiac activity, implant location, and
contamination of neural signals recorded.

2. Methods

2.1. Empirical data

The study was carried out in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki and was approved by the internal review board of Charit�e
e Universit€atsmedizin Berlin. To validate the predictions of our
model, we visually inspected recordings for ECG contamination.
Therefore, archival local field potential (LFP) recordings from 8 in-
ternational neuromodulation centers in 86 implants in 85 patients
were inspected for evidence of ECG. From this cohort, 53 patients
have undergone implantation of Medtronic Percept DBS pulse
generators (21 left subclavicular, 1 left abdomen, 29 right sub-
clavicular, 1 right abdomen, 1 both left and right subclavicular; see
Table 1). DBS was most commonly applied bilaterally (one lead in
each hemisphere), 4 implants only had leads in one hemisphere
connected (unilateral). Calibration tests were performed bipolarly
for contact pairs 0e2 and 1e3, with 0 being the most distal contact.
Importantly, these calibration tests are performed in passive
recharge mode, with the stimulation anode set to the IPG and
cathode defined as contacts 1 or 2 respectively, to simulate the
recording montage required for stimulation without applying cur-
rent [19]. The sensing configuration constrains the system to 2
channels per lead. One channel from one patient had to be excluded
due to impedance issues, resulting in 207 channels overall. Addi-
tionally, 32 patients have been implanted with a neurostimulation
system mounted to the skull (cranial mount) for treatment re-
fractory epilepsy therapy (RNS Neuropace). For Percept data, bi-
polar calibration test recordings of ~20 s length were visualized
using our open source Perceive Toolbox (www.github.com/
neuromodulation/perceive/) in MATLAB (The MathWorks). For
cranial mounts, visual inspection was performed from routine re-
cordings. ECG artifacts were identified based on the presence of
characteristic sharp QRS-like signal deflections of ~150e200 ms
width with stereotypic amplitudes occurring at 60e100 bpm. Ar-
tifacts were categorized into absent, minor, and severe (see Fig. 1),
as some recordings had visible but low amplitude contamination,
e.g., with just the tip of the QRS complex close to the level of neural
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activity. Statistical comparison of implant location and observed
ECG contaminationwere performed by aggregating channel counts
per implant and using the exact version of non-parametric Wil-
coxon's rank sum tests. To confirm that ECG contamination in
subclavicular implants is more likely with coupling of the stimu-
lation anode to the IPG, we have compared recordings performed
with the IPG coupled (ready for stimulation in calibration test
mode) and uncoupled (not ready for stimulation in BrainSense
Survey mode) in a sub-cohort of 13 patients (subject 1e9 and 1e4
of left/right chest implants) using Wilcoxon's signed rank test.
2.2. Modeling

Physiological modeling can be used to better understand the
effect of the reference electrode placement on the induced cardiac
artifacts [20]. Here, the heart is treated as a single current dipole
source in the thorax modelled to have a uniform electrical con-
ductivity with air added as electrical insulation as the boundary
[21]. In our computational model using COMSOL software, the
current-source dipole heart model is surrounded by a homoge-
neous volume conductor (average tissue conductivity ¼ 0.33 S/m)
with the shape of a three-dimensional human torso, consisting of
2 mm3 elements (Fig. 1D). The magnitude of the electric current
dipole moment is assumed to be 1 (mAmeter) [22]. This model was
solved linearly through finite element methods (FEM). To simulate
the maximum possible artifact value, the hypothetical locations of
the dipole points are examined in different scenarios around the
heart locus. The net voltage induced across the lead was then
calculated by integrating the electric field between device location
and leads placed in the center of the cranium.
3. Results

3.1. Empirical artifact incidence

Visual inspection of LFP recorded in subclavicular implants
(N ¼ 54, all Medtronic Percept, see Fig. 1A for exemplar traces)
revealed higher proportion of overall ECG contaminated signals
(Fig. 1B) in left (58/89 channels, 65.2%, N ¼ 23 devices) vs. right
implants (41/118 channels, 34.8%, N ¼ 31 devices, p ¼ 0.006).
Importantly, severe ECG contamination, most likely rendering the
signals unusable for therapeutic algorithms, were three times more
likely to occur in left (43/89, 48.3%, N ¼ 23) vs. right implant lo-
cations (18/118, 15.3%, N ¼ 31, p ¼ 0.001). Given that each patient
has 2 potential recording channels per lead, the availability of at
least one useable signal stream per lead and hemisphere is
particularly relevant for recruitment and planning of clinical aDBS
trials. For bilateral use, at least one unaffected channel per hemi-
sphere and lead is required (Fig. 1C). This was the case in only 45.5%
(10/22) of patients with left, compared to 89.3% (25/28, p ¼ 0.002)
patients with right implants and two connected leads (unilateral
implants excluded). If unilateral recordings were to prove sufficient
for bilateral control of the stimulator in aDBS this would have been
possible in 63.6% of left implants (14/22) and 96.4% of right im-
plants (27/28, p ¼ 0.008). In the sub-cohort of 13 patients (9/4 left/
right implants) 17/52 channels were contaminated with ECG when
recordings were performed with the IPG coupled (stimulation
ready) as the stimulation anode, but only 1 channel was contami-
nated without coupling (1/52; p ¼ 0.016), which confirms the role
of the IPG case as a parasitic reference.

ECG was absent in neural data from cranial implants (32 pa-
tients, 128 channels, all RNS Neuropace), yielding a significant
difference to both left and right subclavicular implants (all
p < 0.01).

http://www.github.com/neuromodulation/perceive/
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Fig. 1. ECG artifacts contaminate neural signals in subclavicular implants. Exemplar thalamic and subthalamic LFP and resulting power spectral densities (A) recorded from patients
with Epilepsy (cranial implant targeting the Centromedian nucleus of thalamus) and Parkinson's disease (subclavicular implant targeting subthalamic nucleus) demonstrate the
artifact categories (absent, minor, severe from left to right). For offline processing, the QRS complex can be identified (e.g. red arrow in minor contamination) and removed (red line
in severe contamination category, see https://github.com/neuromodulation/perceive). In the severe contamination example replacing 4.37 s affected by QRS (red high amplitude
discharges) with mirrored padding could restore an underlying beta oscillatory peak (black PSD), demonstrating the severity of beta frequency contamination from the QRS complex
alone (red PSD). ECG contaminated channels were present in left and right subclavicular implants (B), rendering a significant portion of DBS leads unusable for aDBS trials (C).
Modeling the electric field (D) throughout the cardiac cycle suggests a higher susceptibility for ECG artifacts in the left, when compared to right chest. Note, that the IPG itself is
unlikely to lead to large changes in this distribution and was not modelled for the present figure. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)
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3.2. Electric field models estimate peak ECG contamination and
relative susceptibility

The induced voltage at the measurement leads is estimated by
integrating the electric fields, approximated using FEM to be 15.2 V/
m for subclavicular (Figs. 1D) and 94 mV/m for cranial implant re-
gions (with respective current densities of 5.02 A/m2 and 42.7 mA/
m2). The resulting cardiac artifacts are estimated to be approxi-
mately 1 mV for a chest mounted device, with a relative artifact 4.1
and 6.5 times greater for the left compared to right side due to
differences in the net integrated electrical field. The cranial
mounted system results in an estimated artifact signal of approxi-
mately 100 nV.
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The cardiac artifact is presented as a common-mode signal to
the pre-amplifier. The worst-case susceptibility arises during pas-
sive recharge since this state creates a direct connection to the
implantable case and presents the ECG artifact to the input chain.
The net artifact that couples into the signal chain depends on the
common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) of the sensing interface,
which can range from �80 to �40 dB depending on the matching
characteristics of the electrode-lead-extension-amplifier pathway
[19]. Based on the modest CMRR, artifact amplitude is expected to
exceed the LFP (~1e20 mVrms) in chest-mounted devices for a
sizeable proportion of systems; the exact proportion depending on
the distribution of CMRR. In cranial mount devices, the artifact is

https://github.com/neuromodulation/perceive


Table 1
Subclavicular implant details.

Left subclavicular implants Right subclavicular implants

N DIS TGT BAD CH BAD HEM N DIS TGT BAD CH BAD HEM

1~ DYT GPi 3 2 1 PD STN 2 0
2 DYT GPi 2 1 2 PD STN 0 0
3 PD STN 1 0 3 PD STN 0 0
4 PD STN 0 0 4 PD STN 0 0
5 PD STN 1 0 5 PD GPi 0 0
6 PD STN 1 0 6 PD GPi 0 0
7 PD STN 4 2 7 PD GPi 0 0
8 PD STN 3 1 8 PD GPi 1 0
9 PD STN 0 0 9 PD STN 0 0
10 PD STN 4 2 10 PD STN 1 0
11 PD GPi 3 1 11 DYT GPi 0 0
12 PD STN 0 0 12 PD STN 0 0
13 PD STN 0 0 13 PD STN 0 0
14# DYT GPi 4 2 14 PD STN 0 0
15 PD STN 4 2 15 PD GPi 0 0
16 PD STN 0 0 16 OCD AIC 1 0
17* PD GPi 0 0 17 PD GPi 4 2
18§ TIN CAUD 2 1 18 PD GPi 0 0
19 PD STN 2 0 19 ET VIM 0 0
20 ET VIM 3 1 20 PD GPi 0 0
21 PD STN 0 0 21*#~ DYT GPi 0 0
22 PD STN 3 1 22* DYT GPi 0 0
23 PD STN 3 1 23* PD GPi 1 0

24 PD GPi 1 0
25 PD STN 2 1
26 DYT GPi 0 0
27 DYT GPi 4 2
28 PD STN 1 0
29 DYT GPi 0 0
30 PD STN 0 0
31 ET VIM 0 0

Abbreviations: AIC ¼ anterior limb of internal capsule; BAD CH ¼ Number of channels with severe ECG contamination; BAD HEM ¼ Number of hemispheres with all channels
with severe ECG contamination; CAUD ¼ Caudate nucleus; DIS ¼ Disease; DYT ¼ Dystonia, ET ¼ Essential Tremor; GPi ¼ internal pallidum; OCD ¼ obsessive compulsive
disorder; PD ¼ Parkinson's disease; STN ¼ subthalamic nucleus; TGT ¼ Target; TIN ¼ Tinnitus; VIM ¼ ventral intermediate nucleus of thalamus; xone channel excluded;
*unilateral implants; #depict two separate percept implants in a single patient; ~abdominal implants.
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predicted to be below the amplifier noise floor (~100nV/rt-Hz) and
undetectable in all current commercial devices.
4. Discussion

The present study demonstrates that ECG contamination of
neural signals recorded with novel implantable devices is related to
proximity of the device to the electric field of the heart. We derive
three major consequences from this. First, for subclavicular sys-
tems, the device is highly susceptible to its location relative to the
cardiac dipole. In practice, patients with left implants are more
likely to exhibit ECG in neural recordings than patients with right
implants. From our empirical data, only 45% of patients with left
hemibody implants were fit for bilateral adaptive stimulation,
compared to 89% in patients with right implants. The second
implication is that even right subclavicular implants can suffer from
ECG contamination. The third implication is that recordings in
monopolar stimulation mode (or during calibration test) have
significantly higher probability of ECG contamination than re-
cordings in pure sensing mode (not stimulation-ready), due to
coupling of the DBS anode to the IPG. Therefore, direct comparisons
of stimulation ON vs. OFF can be biased through ECG susceptibility,
which can be obviated by defining the same stimulation montage
but leaving stimulation amplitude at 0 mA for stimulation OFF
condition recordings. This problem is exacerbated by the use of
passive recharge for stimulation, which extends the time that the
IPG case is coupled as the anode; passive recharge is desired to
minimize power and reverting to active rechargewould undermine
the potential energy savings of adaptive stimulation.
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Beyond aDBS for Parkinson's disease, electrophysiological bio-
markers that are also susceptible to these artifacts have been
described in dystonia [23,24], essential tremor [25], Tourette's
syndrome [26,27] and other neuropsychiatric disorders [28].
Further technical improvements for artifact suppression are
required to offer new therapeutic advances to all DBS patients.

4.1. Origin of susceptibility to artifacts in brain sensing interfaces

Local field potentials are measured as a differential signal from
the leads implanted in the brain. The LFP signal can range from 1 to
20 mVrms [19], and the majority of LFP oscillations are in low fre-
quency bands, ranging from 1 Hz to 100 Hz, where artifacts are also
present [16]. When a DBS device is implanted, the device case can
act, sometimes inadvertently, as the system's reference. In theory,
the ECG artifact would be rejected by the sensing input chain as a
common mode signal. In an implantable system, however, the
common mode rejection ratio can be undermined by sources of
mismatch. Such mismatch can occur due to variation in 1) the
tissue-electrode interface, 2) impedance along the lead and
extension interfaces 3) interface filter components, and 4) the
sensing amplifier. The mismatching allows for a finite amount of
common-mode signal to enter the differential signal chain.

4.2. Mitigation of ECG contamination in neural recordings from
implantable devices

Our study suggests that strategic placement distant to the car-
diac electric dipole can partially mitigate ECG contamination by
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limiting its amplitude. We should note that there are alternative
approaches to address artifact susceptibility. Importantly, our
reasoning suggests that bipolar stimulation montages could miti-
gate ECG, as has been reported in a recent study investigating a
different device [28]. However, bipolar stimulation may lead to
other artifact problems by creating a differential stimulation arti-
fact as seen by the sensing chain. In the future, alternative methods
for artifact mitigation include 1) improving the matching of the
signal chain by improving the electrical properties of leads and
extensions, 2) lowering the tissue-electrode interface impedance
with new coatings 3) exploring alternative signals at frequencies
outside of the artifact susceptibility such as evoked potentials [29],
or 4) using sources such as electrocorticography with larger signal
amplitudes [12,30e34]. One or more of these might be adopted in
future systems. Finally, given the characteristics of the high
amplitude QRS component, post-hoc processing can restore a sig-
nificant portion (~80%) underlying neural activity in many
contaminated signals; this approach could prove possible in real-
time if achievable with acceptable power consumption [35].

4.3. Limitations

The evaluation of ECG artifact was visual, which has the po-
tential for subjective bias. In the future we hope to validate our
findings with objective measurements of ECG contamination rela-
tive to adaptive algorithm requirements. Importantly, even though
we demonstrate data from a representative sample size, we only
included data recorded from a single device for subclavicular
(Medtronic Percept) and cranial (RNS Neuropace) implants. How-
ever, a previous generation of subclavicular devices (Medtronic
PC þ S) had corrupted recording streams often excluded them from
otherwise valuable studies [17,18]. For cranial implants, higher
amplitude signals from cortical recording locations are additionally
beneficial and may represent a bias in the ECG contamination
statistic. It is worth noting that although our focus was on ECG
artifacts, susceptibility to motion artifacts raises similar issues that
could limit algorithms (see Supplementary Fig. 1 for exemplar data
traces), but the root cause of these artifacts remains under inves-
tigation and could include new processes such as triboelectric
phenomena.

In conclusion, sensing enabled IPGs for neurostimulation can
suffer from ECG contamination that is larger and more frequent in
left subclavicular implant locations, when compared to right-sided
or cranial implants. Mitigation strategies include adjustment of
implant location, alternative higher amplitude signal sources and
post-hoc processing [34]. Given the absence of ECG in cranial im-
plants, our data suggest that future bidirectional brain computer
interfaces should explore the utility of cranial mounts to avoid ECG
contamination altogether.
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